PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Hello! In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Hela from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game:

As usual I’ve primed the figure in Black followed with some grey and white zenithal
highlights applied from above:

For the dark suit I’ve decided to provide a base coat using a roughly equal mix of Flat Black
and Violet:

I’m trying to avoid the raised design as far as possible, but am not too concerned if I go
slightly over:

As well as the head gear:

For the lighter, raised parts of the suit I’m using a roughly 3:2 mix of Black Forest Green
(3) and Caribbean Blue (2):

I’m also using this for the spear:

I’m also using this for the shoulders:

And for the raised design on the front of the
head:

For the cloak I’m using a roughly equal mix of the two tones used so far (Flat Black & Violet,
and Black Forest Green & Caribbean Blue):

I’m applying most of these colours in a couple of layers to achieve a clean, solid tone:

For the face I’m using a mix of Vallejo’s
Malefic Flesh and Pale Flesh, but any pale
fleshtone would be fine:

I’ve now used some pure white to dot in the
eyes (tidying up with the surrounding dark
tone), and will later brush over some Fluorescent Green:

And I’m also providing a pure white undercoat to what I’d like to appear as some kind of
glowing spell effect in the right hand:

And for the smoke rising from the ground I’ve chosen to use Ardennes Green mixed with a little Violet. (I’ve deliberately chosen to make
this more muted compared to the spell effect, but you could of course treat the two the same if you like.)

And here I’m just painting the pavement using Vallejo’s Stonewall Gray mixed with a little
Black:

I’m now thinning down some Fluorescent Green and brushing this over the spell effect:

I’ve applied this in a couple of layers, loosely building the concentration a little more towards
the tail end of the spell:

I’m now going to highlight the light green design on the outfit by using a roughly equal mix of Caribbean Blue and Spring Green for my highlight tone, which I’m adding to the Black Forest Green and Caribbean Blue base tone in a few stages:

To really push the highlights I’m now adding
some of the Fluorescent Green and some
White:

I’m adding my brightest glints of highlight to the areas that I imagine might catch light from the spell:

I’m now going to highlight the cloak where I’m going to be increasing the amount of the Black Forest Green (3) and Caribbean Blue (2) in
the base tone mix in several stages:

I’m aiming for quite a smooth finish so I’m patiently building the highlights up in several layers, moving quite gradually through the gradiant:

I’ve reached what is almost the pure Black
Forest Green (3) and Caribbean Blue (2) mix:

For the brightest highlights I’m now going to
add some of the Carribean Blue and Spring
Green mix as we did for the light green parts
of the outfit:

I’m reserving these brightest highlights for the edge of the cloak (especially where it’s exposed to the spell), and some of the sharper peaks
in the fabric:

To highlight the dark sections of the outfit,
I initially tried just adding White to the Flat
Black and Violet base tone:

I then decided to push towards a blue-ish
green look in the highlights with the use of
Boreal Tree Green. This can either be glazed
over the existing highlights to tint them, or
simply mixed in with some white as you apply your fresh highlights:

So here I’m glazing over the highlights that are already present:

And as we get close to the spell effect I’m
also adding some of the Fluorescent Green:

To create an almost shiny look I might add some small glints of white:

Then brush over some of the bright highlight
tones:

For the areas that are further from the spell
effect I’m using more of the cooler tones
(Boreal Tree Green and White):

I’m now moving onto the head piece where I’m continuing to highlight up with Boreal Tree
Green and White: (I’ve also now brushed some Fluorescent Green over the eyes.)

I’m approaching this a bit like non-metallic metal, so aiming for quite extreme levels of contrast, and some crisp edge highlighting:

I’m once again using some of the more yellowish green tones for the areas that are
closest to the spell effect:

I’m now providing a few preliminary highlights for the spear which I’ll return to finish off in
a while:

I’m then using this to deepen the tone in the
shadows:

And I’m now going to begin adding the highlights by mixing increasing amounts of Sherwood
Green into the original Ardennes Green and Violet base tone:

Next I’m going to work on the smoke where
I’m first returning to the base tone but with
a bit more Violet mixed in:

I’ve decided to now go a little brighter with
the addition of some Autumn Green (now
listed as “Fall Green”):

I went back and forth a bit on how bright to
take things; here I created some very bright
highlights by first laying down some white:

And then brushing a Fluorescent Green and Autumn Green mix on top:

But I ended up walking things back a bit as
I didn’t want the smoke to “compete” with
the intensity of the spell effect:

I’m now returning to the spear to add some
brighter, more glinting highlights, freely mixing some of the more yellowish tones with
some of the Boreal Tree Green and White:

For the face I’m initially highlighting with
Pale Flesh, then also mixing in some White
Flesh:

And for the lips I’m using Flat Black mixed
with some Violet:

And I’ve added a small glinting highlight to
the lower lip:

And here I’m mixing in a little of the Fluorescent Green for the right side of Hela’s face:

I’m now pushing the highlights on the face:

I’m now painting the base as described in
the video series, darkening the cracks in the
base, adding some urban scatter etc.

And here I’m adding some Fluorescent
Green to my Stonewall Grey and Black pavement tone to introduce some Object Source
Lighting:

And to subtly heighten the contrast I’ve added a little more Black and some Violet to
darken the area at the rear of the base:

I’m now doing a final bit of refining, and
sharpening of some of the highlights using
White mixed with a little of the Fluorescent
Green:

And this completes Hela!

Elsewhere I’m keeping the highlights somewhat cooler:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

PAINT LIST:
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
Flat Black (SC)
using Balor Brown:
Violet (SC)
White (SC)
Black Forest Green (SC)
Caribbean Blue (SC)
Ardennes Green (SC)
Fluorescent Green (VMC)
Spring Green (SC)
Sherwood Green (SC)
Autumn (Fall) Green (SC)
Malefic Flesh (VFP)
Pale Flesh (VFP)
White Flesh (VFP)
Stonewall Grey (VMA)

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Thank you!
VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, VFP = Vallejo Fantasy Pro

